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PROLOGUE 

"The city is not simply a legal entity; it is primarily a state of mind. It is 

not merely a collection of people, of social conveniences, or of administrative 

arrangements. It is a body of customs and traditions, and of the organized 

attitudes and sentiments that inhere in these customs and are transmitted with 

this tradition. The city is not merely a physical mechanism and an artificial 

construction. It is involved in the vital processes of the people who compose 

it; it is a product of nature and particularly of human nature."^ 

Robert Ezra Park 



THESIS STATEMENT 

An urban environment not only must be veil organized, but should be romantic and 

symbolic as well. It should speak of the people and their complex society, of 

their ambitions and their history, of the natural setting and of the complex 

functions and movements inherent to all urban life. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This book is about the way man experiences and perceives his urban environment. 

In other words, this book will address itself to many of the issues involved in 

urban design. A simple definition of "urban design" might be "the creation of 

three-dimensional space in the urban context,H but even this minimal statement 

involves a major point for consideration. The part of the definition concerning 

"the urban context" implies much more them the architect normally seems to con

sider in the realm of his work. The urban context is a dynamic system of human 

activities at a great variety of scales, taking place within an evolved setting 

of roads, buildings and open spaces. Quite simply, there is no space or human 

activity that can be ignored in urban design. 

The subject of my thesis project is to plan and design the downtown and waterfront 

areas of my hometown Keyport, New Jersey. I chose the town of Keyport because I 

would like to help, in some way, a little town that was very good to roe. 

Keyport is a small town of about 10,000 people located across the Raritan Bay from 

New York City. Keyport has been called the "Gateway to the Bayshore", this state

ment being true because Keyport's waterfront is the first visually pleasing body 

of water when coming from the city. Keyport's location is further enhanced by the 

superb transportation systems that surround the town. Acess is important to the 



success of most any project similar to this and Keyport has virtually every major 

north-south road in the state of New Jersey running within ten miles of the town. 

At the turn of the century, Keyport was a very key port for the north Jersey 

shore. Steamboats provided a link for commuters and produce to New York City. 

During the 1930's the steamboats were abandoned in favor of highway and rail 

systems. 

The waterfront of Keyport has always played an important role. The port facili

ties are probably the most obvious indication of the townfs nautical heritage. 

But the bay also provided great fishing and rich oyster beds for a very active 

and successful seafood industry. During the 195Q!s and 1960fs, heavy industry 

to the north of Keyport pretty much killed the bay with pollution. However, 

through the work of government and private agencies, the bay is presently making 

a dramatic comeback. Today the bay supports crabbing, sport fishing and a sub

stantial amount of pleasure boat activity. 

While my thesis project will involve planning and design on a rather large scale, 

my thesis statement indicates three principle ideas that I hope to employ in 

solving this problem. The three ideas are organization, romanticism and symbolism, 

Organization involves the traditional values that are associated with architecture; 

those that involve mass, void and form. Circulation, movement and other elements 

of the physical environment fall within this realm of organization. Romanticism 

involves the creation of setting. The setting provides feelings which evoke an 

intensity of life through a richness of the environment. To some extent the 

application of the spirit or style of romanticism provides an escape from reality. 

Symbolism, by definition, means an object used to represent something abstract. 

Representation is a key element used to present a clarity of structure in archi

tecture, whether that be through physical form or symbolic signage. I also believe 

that detail is important to the development of a well-knit place. This might take 



place through a vividness of identity which can be found in choice of materials, 

scale or simply the distinction between order and disorder. Organization, roman

ticism, and symbolism are the heart and soul of my thesis. I plan to integrally 

use these tla?ee ideas as design tools throughout the entire project. 

I fully realize that the scope and nature of this particular project is vast and 

comprehensive. I also realize that there is no way one person, with limited amount 

of time and resources available, could bring this project to the degree of com

pleteness the job deserves. Hopefully, by presenting an overall broad scheme 

approach in addition to focusing on certain important aspects of the project, I 

can offer the town of Keyport seme ideas of "what it could be". 

HISTORY 

At one time, Monmouth County's northern bayshore was a center of commerce and a 

mecca for tourists. Large steamboats filled Keyport's harbor, loading up on 

produce, fish and oysters for New York and other ports. Seaplanes, manufactured 

at Keyport's Aeromarine Plane and Motor Corporation buzzed adventurously overhead. 

Promoters brashlv predicted that the area one day would become a metropolis rival

ing New York City. This golden era is only a memory now. As in many New Jersey 

communities large and small, time passed the bayshore by. 

Some blame the area's decline on the coming of the automobile age and its super

highways, which opened the entire New Jersey coast to tourists. Some say it was 

the pollution of the bay that changed the face of the area. Yet others contend 

that the bayshore towns, like Keyport, simply suffered the fate of old age. 



Keyport was founded on November 4, 179® on 798 acres of Kearny Estate, known as 

Key Grove Plantation. The land was subdivided into 24 building lots. A group 

of businessmen known as the Keyport Company bought 16 of the lots in an auction; 

one other lot was reserved for a hotel and the 7 that remained were sold to the 

publi c. 

No one knows for sure why the men chose to name the new borough Keyport. Some 

historians claim it reflected the community's geographic location on the bay and 

the aspirations of the businessmen who founded it. One nineteenth century bus

inessman predicted that Keyport wfiuld become the gateway to the west for persons 

traveling from New York City. Other historians believe the town was named for 

Francis Scott Key. 

The Keyport Company's investment was a financial success. The borough, blessed 

with a fine harbor and surrounded by farms and rich oyster beds, rapidly became 

a center of export commerce. By 1838, stage lines linked Freehold with the 

Keyport steamships, establishing the borough as the county's primary link to New 

York. In the 1840's, shrewd residents were exploiting the area's oyster beds, 

making as much as $50,000 per annual harvest. One businessman spent $150,000 

on seed oysters from Virginia, which he transplanted in the Raritan Bay. Steam

ship builders were operating shipyards in the borough by 1849, and by 1870 the 

downtown had become a shopping center filled with fine stores. So vibrant was 

the town that a fire in 1877 that destroyed 35 buildings in the downtown area 

caused only a temporary setback. New buildings rose from the ashes, and the 

borough also established a fire department - a service it lacked when the devast

ating blaze nearly destroyed the entire community. 

Keyport remained a center of trade and commerce into the 1930's. In 1917, the 

Aeromarine Company established a plant in the borough. The company, a large sup-



plier of trainer aircraft- to the armed services during World War I, constiructed 

16 bmildings on 66 acres and employed 1400 people. It folded in 1937# 

At one time, Keyport was the port from Monmouth County to New York. A century 

ago, the county's many farmers brought their produce to Keyport where it was 

shipped to New York. But the water route eventually was abandoned in favor of 

other routes and other methods of food distribution. Merchants who once operated 

their shops over a wider area of West Front Street, just two blocks from the har

bor, were forced to regroup. Recognizing years ago what many declining business 

areas fail to see today, the merchants moved their shops closer together to assure 

a steady flow of customers. 

The scaled down business district, with its aging facades and narrow streets, faced 

still another setback some 20 years ago, as developing shopping centers around 

routes 35 and 36 siphoned away steady shoppers and delivered a knockout blow to 

its prestige. 

Keyport's venerable central business district has survived the borough's demise 

as a prime port to New York, as well as the commercial onslaught of the highway 

shopping centers and enclosed suburban malls. It's not a new district, and it's 

a lot smaller than it used to be. But the three dozen stores lining West Front 

Street from Beers to Division Streets are doing a healthy business. Many family-

oriented businesses spanning generations and their personalized service have 

enabled the district to survive and prosper. Even through the hard times the 

merchants waited, and now the shoppers are coming back. 

Some of the businesses are long established. The oldest, a men's clothier called 

Wallace's, opened in 1839. Other longstanding businesses include Westreich's, a 

women's apparel store, and Feiguson's, a shoe store. Both opened in 1923. Muriel's 



another women's shop, opened for business in 1936. West's, a furniture store, 

opened in 1869* The two downtown banks, the First National and People's National 

Banks, were chartered in 1884 and 1899, respectively. Two of the most successful 

businesses in town, Bayshore Stationary and Gale's Hardware, owe their good for

tune primarily to getting institutional and industrial trade to make up for a 

reduction in walk-in traffic. With the exception of the banks, all of those 

businesses are family-owned and operated. 

±resently in Keyport, the walk—in business is increasing to the point where the 

borough is seeking federal funds to develop a 250 car municipal parking lot to 

increase its off-street parking. Convenient off-street parking seems to be es

sential for the narrow West Front Street to survive. As part of the same grant 

application, the merchants have committed themselves to spending $800,000 of their 

own money in renovations to shape up their nineteenth century facades. 

The merchants, in downtown Keyport, are doing well, if the turnover rate in stores 

is any indication® Over the past xew years the downtown area has been averaging 

only one vacancy per year. Currently, no vacancies can be found among the 35 

stores on West Front Street. 

Besides the family ties and the personalized service, the business district keeps 

up with changing trends through an active Chamber of Commerce. About half of the 

merchants in town belong to it. The Keyport Promotion Committee, and arm of the 

Chamber of Commerce, has been the moving force for the borough's retailers. A 

point worth noting is that Keyport was the birthplace of the sidewalk sale in 

Monmouth County, having held its first one more than 20 years ago. Local business

men also sponsor several other promotions during the year, including an arts and 

crafts show, a Pirates Day where prizes are donated by local merchants for differ

ent events, and the traditional Christmas and Easter programs. Many businessmen 



dream of the day when shipping service will be restored to their town. Tnstead 

of produce, ferries then might take commuters to and from New York City# Two 

out-of-town speculators have talked about this sort of thing in recent years, bnt 

no one has yet come up with a concrete plan, 

Keyport still faces a multiplicity of problems - aging water mains, buildings and 

streets, just to name a few. But people seem to be moving into the community 

rather than moving out. There is little doubt that there is a resurgence along 

the bayshore and that the waterfront and harbor, enjoyed mostly by pleasure boat

ers and sport fishermen, is truly the "lifeblood" of the town. It seems apparent 

that this resource should be exploited more than it is. Robert Halsev, Director 

of the Moiaaouth County Planning Board, in referring to Keyport, said, "The old 

flowers have died, kit th® seeds are in the ground and starting to grow." 

PHILOSOPHY 

The decay of the American city is now one of the most pressing concerns of the 

nation. Every day we hear of a continuing flight from the central city, of the 

movement into the suburbs, of automobiles crawling through and around the roads 

that strangle it, and of a city-based culture that is allegedly destroying our 

spiritual life. But in spite of all this complaining about the city's defects 

and deficiencies, it is now fashionable for many American intellectuals to express 

tender concern for the city's future, to hope that its decay may be arrested, and 

to offer plans for its revitalization. 

Yet enthusiasm for the American city has not been typical or predominant in our 

intellectual history. Fear has been the more common reaction. For a variety of 



reasons our most celebrated thinkers have expressed different degrees of ambiva

lence and animosity toward the city. Attitudes which may be partly responsible 

for a feeling on the part of today's city planner that he has no mythology or 

mystique on which he can rest or depend while he laanches his campaigns in behalf 

of urban improvement, Morton and Lucia White have said, "We have no persistent 

or pervasive tradition of romantic attachment to the city in our literature or in 

our philosophy, nothing like the Greek attachraent to the "Polis" or the French 

writer's affection for the Paris,"' This statement confirms the often advanced 

theory that the .American intellectual has been alienated from society, that he has 

even been revolting against it. Even when our society became more urban in nature 

during the nineteenth century, the philosophical tendency to attack the city hardly 

decreased, but rather increased greatly. The Whites said, "No matter what ordin

ary people may have been feeling about Boston, Chicago or New York; no matter 

what Chamber of CoBaaerce boosters and Fourth of July orators may have shouted, 

America's major writers did not rise up in a body to greet the American metropolis 
kc 

with enthusiasm," 

America's literary giants such as Jefferson, Ekerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, 

Poe, Henry Adams and Henry James all produced an anti-urban criticism that far 

out-weighed any positive reactions to the American city. Of course there were 

some like Walt Whitman and William James who from time-to-time spoke affectionately 

about New York, 

All this criticism, it should be pointed out, has come from some of our most 

talented and most influential minds. To look at their views does not mean they 

typify the spirit of .America's reaction to the city. To pinpoint the spirit of 

America's reaction to nearly two-hundred-vears of urban life is es elusive as 

any other spirit might be. Likewise it is impossible to determine whether the 

municipal planner of common man-on-the-street embodies a truer understanding of 



this spirit than the novelist or the philosopher. But the negative attitude of 

the intellectual toward the American city is of interest in its own right, esp

ecially because it is voiced in unison by figures that represent the major tend

encies in American thought. Because people like Jefferson, Bnerson, Thoreau, 

Hawthorne, Poe, Melville, Henry Adams, Henry James, John Dewey, Louis Sullivan, 

Frank Lloyd Wright, Lewis Mumford and Robert Park dominate and sum up certain 

phases of American intellectual development, they form a body of intellectual lore 

and tradition which continues to affect thought and action about the city today. 

There is a contemporaneity about some of their views which is not obscured by the 

fact that they speak frcwn the past. These people and their ideas virtually con

stitute our intellectual tradition as it is known today. They make up the core 

of our intellectual history and one amst understand them in order to know what the 

articulate American conception of urban life has been. 

Paced with powerful tradition of anti-urbanism in the history of American thought, 

the present day optimist of the Anerican city has a very tough road ahead of him. 

It is my opinion that all this information can not be overlooked. The advocate 

for change of contemporary urban life would do well to examine and weigh the 

charges that American intellectuals have levelled against the American city. It 

seems invaluable to know what some of the most intelligent and most sensitive 

Americans have said and felt about their cities. 

When Jefferson warned of the dangers of what he called the "city mob", when Utaerson 

complained of the city's conventionalism, when John Dewey concerned himself with 

the decline of neighborhoods, all of them thought of the city as a place in which 

certain basic human values were being neglected. Jefferson's concern stemmed 

from doubts he had about the ability of America's cities to educate their popula

tion in a way that would preserve the democratic process. Tinerson was concerned 

about the decline of individuality which he felt declined proportionally with in

crease of urbanization. Dewey's main concern was with human communication within 
14 



the city. He valued people's capacity to share feelings and experiences, and 

felt cities were destroying these human characteristics. 

Any planner of the city nnist realize that the problems of today are not fundament

ally different from what they were in the age of Jefferson, Emerson, and Dewey. 

Wo can deny that the great problems of the American city in the 19?0's have been 

the problem of educating millions of black and Puerto Rican people who we have 

been unable to absorb into the American economy and general democratic processes. 

This is something we were capable of doing with many other immigrant groups. An

other problem is individuality, best seen in the inability of our cities to allow 

the human being to develop into a well-rounded personality. In other words, to 

be concerned with something other than just commercial values. Lastly, our cities 

have become "vast prisons of unconnected cells in which people from different 

occupations, color, class, and creed fail to understand one another on the basic 

human issues of social life," I think any serious urban planner today must 

build on the common fundamental values of education, individuality and easy com

munication as a starting point at the very least. 

Urban design is a discipline which blends the skills of the architect, the land

scape architect and the city planner, I see the goal of urban design as an effort 

to improve the quality of the physical environment of the cities by understanding 

the interactions among the social, economic* ecological, political and aesthetic 

forces that shape cities. The physical problems of urban development, which the 

Keyport problem is, fall within the field.of urban design. In the 1960's, urban 

design emphasized the new self-contained cities, like Columbia, Maryland, and 

Reston, Virginia, as a counter to suburban sprawl and the negative aspects of 

life in the urban core. In the 1970's that emphasis has shifted to the revital-

ization of existing cities, towns and villages and the support of their human 

activities. This revitalization of a town is exactly what the Keyport job involves. 



This project will involve an understanding of the physical aspects of urban land-

nse, activity distribution, and in programming and design of building complexes 

and exterior public spaces. The land uses of most concern to the Keyport project 

are transportation and community facilities. More specifically this project will 

involve transportation networks for pedestrians and automobiles and community-

wide facilities and activities, such as retail, office, industrial uses - keeping 

in mind their proximity to residential areas, transportation lines and open spaces. 

The ultimate solution will hopefully achieve an urban quality by coordinating land 

uses and activities and developing compatible physical environmental relationships. 

The information above is fairly accurate in describing how I hope to apply the or

ganization aspect of my thesis statement, 

Kevin Lynch has said, "The great city is a romantic place, rich in symbolic detail. 

It is for us both splendid and terrifying." I feel the ideas of romanticism and 

symbolism are very closely related. For throughout civilization the architect has 

used symbols as a prime communication tool in order to evoke romantic ideals. An 

example would be Philip Johnson, who in referring to the tops of New York1s build

ings constructed at the turn of the century, said, "When you approached New York 

by boat and saw the different identifiable towers around you, they weren't just 
O 

congeries of cigar boxes upended; they were romantic symbols of the new comntry." 

During the last 50 years architecture has advocated the use of the flat roof, the 

flat featureless facade and the idea that by employing these ideals man would live 

better, cheaper and more moral lives. This, of course, in my opinion, is no longer 

true. However, this period of time saw the emergence of vast voids in our arch

itectural vocabulary. Modern architecture, for the most part, lacked any reference 

to history. The modern movement rejected the eclectic style that dominated the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries without understanding their historic and sym

bolic importance. 



Oar attitude toward symbolism has changed. Until recently we did not pay any 

attention to symbols, we built ornament and we didn't care whether a store looked 

like a store or a bank looked like a bank. Today, we want banks to look once 

more like banks. We want stores once more to look like stores. Thanks to the 

new pioneers like Robert Venturi, Charles Moore, Robert Stern, and Michael Graves, 

there seems to be a new sensitivity in architecture. 

As far as setting a theory or philosophy for my own approach to design I feel very 

comfortable with the three ideas found in my thesis; organization, romanticism, 

and symbolism, I feel through careful application of these ideas I can come up 

with a sensitive, people-oriented solution for the town of Keyport, Philip John

son has said, "Maybe reason itself isn't the only solution. Maybe tradition, 

maybe things of the heart count. Maybe progress isn't the only way. The whole 

world ideology is making a subtle shift," Maybe, in some way, I too will be 

able to contribute positively to this shift. 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

My site analysis involves the investigation of six important areas: regional 

location, physical form, architectural content, circulation, commerce, and civic 

activities. These six areas will be studied by breaking them down into their 

present situations, addressing issues to those situations, and finally by propo

sing possible actions to the conditions, 

REGIONAL LOCATION 

SITUATION 

* Keyport is a long established business center located on the southwest end of the 

liaritan Bay, 

* Outlying developments are drawing people away from the downtown business district, 

* Keyport is conveniently located near most major roads in the state of New Jersey 

(30 miles) south of New York and (60 miles) north of Philadelphia, 

* Keyport harbor forms the first nice piece of water when driving south from New 

York City, 

ISSUES 

* What are the functions of Keyport's downtown? 

* How does the downtown compete with outlying shopping developments? 

* How do we provide better parking and better access (transportation) to downtown? 

* I must coordinate new development with transportation systems, 

* How do we take advantage of Kevport's most obvious natural feature, the waterfront? 

ACTIONS 

* Centralize the town's civic, cultural, financial, entertainment, professional, 

recreational and other specialized activities downtown. 
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* Emphasize regional access: 

-Hi ghways 

-Streets 

-Uus 

-water 

* Plan and coordinate development, 

PHYSICAL FORM 

SITUATION 

* Downtown Keyport exists on West Front Street and is roughly contained between 

Beers and Division Streets. 

* Downtown Keyport years ago extended better than four blocks on Front Street and 

two blocks on Broad Street to the waterfront. It is now pretty much contained 

within one block, 

* Architecturally speaking Keyport supports many fine old structures, 

* Downtown Keyport neglects (visually and physically) the waterfront, 

* The Front Street - Broad Street seems to want to become a focal point in the 

downtown, 

ISSUES 

* How can the downtown become the unifying center of Keyport and possible the 

entire bayshore area? 

* How do we unify the downtown and the waterfront? 

* How do we improve the attractiveness of the downtown (both commercially and 

aesthetically)? 

* How do we expand and in what direction do we expand the downtown business district 

* what type of activities should be promoted in the waterfront area? 



ACTIONS 

* Emphasize the unique characteristics of each sector of downtown Keyport. 

* Implement a facelift program to the current downtown structures. 

* Implement a street-scape design program, 

* Improve the land and water approaches to the downtown. 

* Encourage appropriate activities for each sector of the downtown. 

KEYPORT BOROUGH MAP 



ARCHITECTURAL CONTENT 

SITUATION 

* Downtown Keyport can be walked in five minutes, 

* There is a great deal of reference to history in many of the older buildings, 

* Approximately 50 to 60 percent of the land in the current downtown business 

district is covered by streets and parking, 

* Vacant lots and parking areas disrupt the visual continuity along the street 

fronts, 

* Streets interupt pedestrian movement, 

* There are no parks in the downtown area, 

* Due to a major fire during the 1870's, many of the fine old buildings in Keyport 

date back to the late nineteenth century, 

ISSUES 

* H>w can the features of the downtown area be used to create a people-oriented 

environment? 

* How can underutilized land become a useful part of the downtown? 

* How do we preserve the character of older buildings? 

* How do we redevelop underutilized land for both buildings and open space? 

* Should a separate pedestrian system be created? 

* How do we redevelop the waterfront to be a drawing point for Keyport and the 

bayshore? 

ACTIONS 

* Construct skyways over streets. 

* Convert certain streets or alleys into pedestrian malls, 

* Create parks, plazas, and circulation areas that take advantage of local charact

eristics. 
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* Use some vacant lots or parking areas for future building sites. 

CIRCULATION 

SITUATION 

* There are three major streets in downtown Keyport (Broad Street, West Front Street, 

and .American Legion Drive). 

* The three main access points to downtown Keyport are at the west end of Front 

Street, the south end of Broad Street, and the east end at First Street, 

* Keyport1s downtown street network presently provides adaquate service. 

* tfo public transportation is provided, 

* Most streets serve many functions (pedestrian, vehicles, and parking), 

ISSUES 

* How can vehicular circulation be improved? 

* How can operational policies improve the parking problems in the downtown? 

* How do we go about separating conflicting street uses? 

* Upon what criteria do we separate long and short term parking locations? 

* How can the water once again become a viable means of transportation? 

* What can be done to improve passenger convenience on transit routes? 

* Should on-street parking be removed from downtown streets? 

ACTIONS 

* Reclassify streets by function, 

- Through traffic 

- Local traffic 

- Transit service 

- One way streets 

- On-street parking 

- Pedestrian zones 



* Create a water-oriented transportation system. 

* Place short-term parking adjacent to the facility being served. 

* Place long-term parking more distant from central downtown area. 

* Create a more park-like atmosphere in parking areas. 
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COMMERCIAL CONTENT 

SITUATION 

* Downtown Keyport has slowly been replaced as the regional center of retail activ

ity by modem shopping centers. 

* Personal service and convenient facilities are inadequate. 

* Two major banks are located in downtown Keyport, 

* Many downtown stores are drab and thus have reduced their drawing power. 

* The waterfront and its activities are a major drawing force for the downtown 

area. 

* Fine seafood restaurants draw many people to Keyport from miles away. 

* Many long-established fasmily-oriented businesses draw from generations of person

alized service. 

ISSUES 

* How can Keyport's commercial vitality be restored? 

* How can more shoppers be attracted to the downtown business district? 

* What type of commercial development should be encouraged downtown? 

* How can Keyport's downtown area be strengthened as a professional center? 

* How can Keyport's downtown area be strengthened as an entertainment district? 

* What needs to be done to strengthen merchandising to both needs of local residents 

as well as visitors to the town? 

ACTIONS 

* Create central management for downtown merchandising, leasing, parking, mainten

ance and renovation. 

* Encourage local financial institutions to finance business improvements at favor

able rates, 

* Renovate unique old buildings for specialty shopping centers and facilities as a 

regional attraction. 
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* Expand community oriented shopping, professional, recreational and service 

groups. 

* Create amenities such as parks, malls and special low-fare or free transit to 

attract people. 

PEOPLE MAKE ENVIRONMENT 

(Tpeeuu&g) C£op£) 

(WrnoMg) »(mozme$) (»kaes) • (ceg/^n£) 

/(fZQdt£^j\ 
WOZXlfMz 
oautmrnifr 

(&F&C1BP rpeuurioN) 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

SITUATION 

* Civic activities downtown have historically served as a unifying focus for the 

town of Keyport. 

* Civic activities include: 

-Government offices 



-Community service organizations 

-Cultural facilities 

-Community entertainment 

* The town of Keyport can sustain a vide variety of cultural facilities, 

* There is no adequate facility to accommodate large civic or cultural events in 

downtown Keyport, 

ISSUES 

* How can Keyport regain its significance as a civic and social center? 

* How will demands for increased space and new facilities be saet? 

* How can we maintain downtown Keyport as the primary location for civic activities? 

* What type of special events should the town promote for public participation? 

ACTIONS 

* Schedule celebrations, fairs, festivals and other such events in the downtown 

area, 

* Encourage parades in the downtown area, 

* Provi#« an are for outdoor entertainment, possibly a bandstand with an audience 

area, 

* Encourage expanded use and activities in the waterfront area. 

PROGRAM 

The project that I have chosen to undertake is to plan and design the downtown 

commercial and waterfront recreational areas of my hometown, Keyport, New Jersey, 

The project is set up in two stages; first, there will be an intense planning 

study which will result in a comprehensive master plan for the downtown and 

waterfront areas of Keyport, This stage of the project could be called "system 
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V. 

design", where I would functionally connect sets of objects, facilities, or activ

ities, such as an arterial street system, parking areas, and zoning decisions. 

The zoning decisions would involve designating areas for residential, commercial, 

recreational and open space development. The second stage of the project will be 

to design, in some detail, one of the important areas of the project. This stage 

could be called the "project design", where I'll be dealing with a defined geo

graphic area and a concrete program. 
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West Front Street (Primary commercial 

-Eliminate on-street parking 

-Widening sidewalks 

-Introduction of landscaping 

-Unifying architectural style of facades 

-Aesthetic arrangement of signs 

-Introduction of street furniture 

-New structures on vacant lots 

district) 



Broad Street (Primary entertainment district) 

-Eliminate street parking 

-Widen sidewalks 

-Introduction of landscaping 

-Restoration of unique old structures 

-New structures on north side of street 

-Introduction of street furniture 

American Legion Drive (Primary recreational district) 

-Eliminate street parking 

-Widen sidewalks 

-Introduction of street furniture 

-Landscaping - Creation of waterfront park environment 

-Provide access to water 

-Creation of municipal marina 

-Introduction of waterfront transit system 

-Creation of waterfront transportation terminal 

Transition Zones (Provides connection between commercial, recreational and 

entertainment districts) 

-Provide aesthetically pleasing parking areas 

-Creation of a town square 

-Provide service access 

-Introduction of street furniture 

-Face-lifting of backs of buildings 

-Creation of pedestrian alleys 

-New commercial development 

-Introduction of landscaping 

-Creation of outdoor entertainment area 



DESIGN 

y W 
\hyT77T-L 
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MUvMClf/̂ L MAILING 

CONCEPT 

Keyport, New Jersey, was once a very lively, progressive and prosperous community 

on the northern bavshore. Time and events seemed to pass it by. So the principle 

idea in the project is to initiate a rejuvenation or revitalization or Kevport's 
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downtown commercial and waterfront recreational areas. The design concept for 

the entire project is this; first, the present downtown would require a major 

facelifting. In other words, facades of buildings would have to be cleaned up 

and architecturally unified, unattractive power lines would be removed and placed 

underground, and West Front Street itself would require some intensive change, 

such as the introduction of landscaping and street furniture, and the possible 

removal of on-street parking. Secondly, the waterfront, which is probably Keyport' 

greatest asset, would require a great deal or work. I would like for the entire 

waterfront to become a public park. The park would include a municipal marina, 

a public transportation terminal, pedestrian circulation systems, but most im

portantly landscaped areas that provide access to the water. Presently there is 

a great deal of unused vacant land that exists between the business district and 

the waterfront. This land involves the final area of design consideration. It 

is the transition zone between the commercial district and the recreational areas. 

This area could very well be the key to the entire project, for it will include 

parking, circulation and any expansion that the current business district might 

have. 

The actual completion of the Keyport revitalization would require various methods 

and degrees of reconstruction. Keyport does have the good fortune of having 

several fine old buildings that date back to the late nineteenth century. Some 

of these structures have historical importance to the town of Keyport and the 

surrounding region. It would be my plan to restore these buildings to their 

original or near-original condition. Other structures, that may not be of histor

ical importance, yet are fine examples of excellent architecture, sfeould be rest

ored and maintained as prime commercial property. In some cases, present business

es would be just fine occupying these buildings. In others, more suitable adapt

ive reuse would be encouraged. There are other buildings in the downtown that 

neither have any historic importance nor architectural quality, yet they house 

viable businesses. These structures would require intensive renovation by which 

34 



they could be brought up to a compatible architectural standard with the remainder 

of the downtown. Of course, there are buildings in the town that are of such poor 

architectural and structural quality that their removal and replacement with new 

buildings would be strongly recommended. The replacement of structures, the fil

ling in of vacant lots, and any expansion of the current downtown would require the 

introduction of new buildings. I would recommend that any new structures added to 

the downtown be very sensitive to the existing materials, scale, methods of con

struction and overall context of the proposed theme for Keyport. 

The downtown area would require various degrees of reconstruction, likewise, the 

waterfront will require a great deal of development. This development will in

volve an intensive landscaping campaign, creation of separate circulation patterns 

for both pedestrians and vehicles, and most importantly, the development of usablfe 

open spaces. Keyport*s waterfront, which at one time was the life-and-blood of 

the community, has never been brought to its full potential. August Heckscher 

has said, "The most recent trend in waterfront development has been recapturing 

the banks of rivers or the shores of the sea and developing them for mixed uses 
10 

or setting them apart as open spaces for the enjoyment of the public." It would 

be my hope to design the waterfront of Keyport as a multi-use recreational area 

and integrally tie it into the restored business district. 

ARCHITECTURALLY IMPORTANT STRUCTURES 

Strand Theatre 
The Strand is Keyport*s only downtown movie theatre. It is presently used as 

an X-rated movie house. The building itself is a classic example of a small 

movie theatre built in the 1930's. It is a concrete structure which is high

lighted by a large open arch that exists in the central second-story section of 

the building. A large traditional marquee extends out over the sidewalk and is 
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a visual focusing point at the west end of the downtown* The Strand has princi

pally served as a movie house, although it has served as a facility for stage 

productions. The strand has vast potential to be a primary entertainment facility 

for downtown Keyport. 

Brown Building 
The Brown Building is a brick one-story complex of shops and offices. The build

ing originally housed the Brown Publishing Company which printed the Keyport 

Weekly, a local newspaper that folded in the early 1970's. The structure is cur

rently sub-divided into three units. This building was constructed during the 

1920fs and is distinctive because of its decorative brick and concrete cornice. 

The street-level facade makes fine use of glass-block, ceramic tile, and nicely 

detailed wood trim around doors and windows. The building would potentially make 

an excellent shopping or professional office complex. 

Engine Company No. 1 - Fire House 
The Keyport Engine Company No. 1 came into existence daring 1889« The fire house 

is located on Main Street less than 100 feet from Front Street. The building is 

a masonry structure that was distinguished by a very ornate cornice, heavy brick 

eyebrows around windows and doors, and a beautiful flowered stained-glass window 

above the center two windows on the second floor. Unfortunately, the building 

was remodeled in the early 1970 's and much of the fine brickwork was covered and 

the beautiful cornice was removed. Since records do exist of the original fire 

house, I would like to restore the building to that earlier state. 

Hook and Ladder Company No. 1 - Fire House 
This fire house was the first in Keyport. It was built in 1877 as a result of a 

large fire that destroyed much of downtown Keyport early that year. The building, 

located at the east end of Front Street, is a large two-story brick structure. 

The old bell tower which stands out as a landmark in the downtown served as an 



early fire alarm# Again, remodeling has taken much of the character from this 

fine old structure. If possible, I would like to see some of that old-time-flav-

or returned. 

First National Bank Building 
Now the Monmouth County Bank, the First National Bank Building is located on the 

southeast corner of Keyportfs most important downtown intersection, Broad and 

Front Streets. The bank was built in 1884. It is a concrete structure designed 

in the neoclassical tradition. A corner entrance flanked by two classical columns 

and a large clock above that entrance highlight this building. The bank is a fine 

piece of architecture that should maintain its spot as a financial symbol for the 

town. 

Peoples National Bank Building 
The Peopled National Bank Building which now houses the United Jersey Bank, is 

located right in the heart of the downtown. The building was constructed in 188P* 

People's Bank was designed in the Classical Tradition. The building employs a 

classical center entrance flanked by engaged columns, and the upper facade is dis

tinguished by an ornate cornice including a center pediment and the use of dentils. 

This building, like the other bank, has been a financial symbol for the town and 

should remain this type of symbol. 

Walling Building 
The Walling Building is truly an excellent example of period architecture. It 

was built in 1878. For many years the building housed a multi-level department 

store, although today it honses two stores on the street level and an archery 

range on the second floor. The large three-story brick structure is one of the 

tallest and most distinctive buildings in Keyport. The facade is highlighted 

by an ornate cornice, beautiful decorative brickwork, eyebrows over the npper 

windows and an overall pleasing composition. The street-level facade has been 



altered over the years and I would hope to reunite that part of the building with 

the fine upper portion that still remains in great shape. I would also like to 

see this structure returned to some sort of multi-level shopping complex. 

J. W. Nedoge Building 
This building is visually one of the best examples of a small store I've seen. 

The building was constructed in 1896. It is currently being used as a showroom 

for the West Furniture Company. The Nedoge Building is simply a handsome building 

and it is probably the only structure in the downtown that looks like it did when 

it was built back at the turn of the century. The building has notable architect

ural details such as the wood cornice, the ornate brickwork including the large 

arch over the center second-story windows and the beautiful detailing of the wood 

bracketing over the street—level windows. I would just hope that this building 

can continue to remain the same and possibly act as a symbolic example for new 

structures in the town. 

Mansion House 
The Mansion House is one of the oldest buildings in downtown Keyport. It dates 

back to the I8601s. This building is located at the Front and Broad Street in

tersection. It, for many years, served as one of Keyportfs finest hotels. Today 

it is used as a television service shop on the street-level and the upper two 

stories are used as apartments. The upper portion of this large brick structure 

has been kept intact, however the years have taken their toll on the grand old 

street-level facade. Old photographs show that the original building had a very 

attractive two-story porch. I would like to see that porch rebuilt. I think 

this building would make a great restaurant on the ground floor and the upper 

floors, with some remodeling, would make very nice downtown apartments. 



Hotel Row 



Hotel Row 

On the lover west side of Broad Street is the old hotel district. This area 

presently consists Of five old two-story and three-story hotel buildings. These 

buildings were all constructed during the late 1870's, Today most of the street-

level stores in these buildings are not being used and the upper floors are pro

viding housing for the poor. The hotels are some of Keyport's finest old buildings. 

The two-story "Keyporter" is closest to Front Street, then there are a series of 

three brick three-story buildings and the hotel row is ended with the "Lebelle", 

a three-story case iron front building with two very distinctive bay windows, I 

would like to see these buildings restored and an entertainment district be devel

oped in this area. The district might include bars, restaurants, cafes, specialty 

shops, a farmer's market and possibly some fine downtown housing, 

Keyport has many other fine examples of architecture. Many of the buildings date 

back to before the turn of the century. There are several religious buildings in 

the immediate downtown area. These structures are important because of detailing 

in the brick work and the cornices have ornamentation that add a great deal to 

the over-all character of Keyport's romantic and symbolic downtown. Where possible 

I would like to enhance this image, for it is ray opinion that Keyport's past is 

its greatest resource. Although not a building, another strong feature from Key-

port's past was its trolley system. Between the years 1867 and 1922 a trolley ran 

through downtown Keyport. The possibility Qf providing some form of public transit 

system for the town of Keyport should be seriously investigated. 

CONTEXT 
The dictionary defines context as "the parts that occur just before and after a 

specified word or passage, and determine its exact meaning". I think it is 

apparent, in the use of the written or spoken word, that the meaning is greatly 
" W) 



determined by the words and statements that immediately preceed and follow the 

phrase of interest. In architecture the same things occur. More importantly 

than the fact that it occurs is the question, "How can we, as architects, deal 

with this phenomenon of architectural context?" 

For the first time in half a century, architects have the option of designing to 

fit the visual context. One reason why this important element of design has been 

missing for so long is the vast impact of modernism. Ada Louise Huxtable, a New 

York Times architectural critic once said, "When the old fabric is gone, it can

not be brought back". This, of course, is not true. The only substantiation for 

this claim is the modern morality that is still used to rationalize how buildings 

look and prevents us from returning to a more humanistic, popularly understandable 

architecture. 

T. S. Eliot once said, "No poet, no artist of any kind has his complete meaning 
12 alone." I feel that the same thing is true in architecture. Until recently 

the modernist's fear of borrowing from history has kept the criteria for fitting 

new buildings into old contexts quite lax. The typical list generally included 

using similar materials, similar massing, maintaining similar building heights and 

keeping the same proportion of windows to wall. However, these lists rarely in

cluded the evoking "style" of the older buildings in detail and ornament, which 

I think is one of the most important factors for a successful fit in. Given these 

criteria, even the most earnest contemporary attempts have had only limited success. 

The fact is that the rules defining what makes a new building sympathetic to its 

neighbors play down the importance of small-scale detail and the concept of style, 

which depends to a large extent on ornament. It seems that many architects may 

feel that "style" is the least important element in fitting in, when really the 

opposite is probably true. 



Another means of dealing with architectural context is through the use of "contrast" 

or "contradiction". Robert Venturi has said, "The discrepancy between physical 
13 

fact and psychic effect is a contradiction which is the origin of art." I feel 

that Venturi has some very clear, positive and effective ideas for architectural 

theory. It is apparent that the theories of contradiction, contrast and exception 

could be all valuable tools for the designer when dealing with context. However, 

my objection concerning contradiction and contrast involves the total juxtaposition 

of that against existing context. In my opinion contrast and contradiction are far 

more effective when they become the exception rather than the rule, 

When architects build, it is almost always in the public view, whether or not the 

public likes it. Therefore, architects have a responsibility to the context that 

is different from that of other artists. We all recognize the beauty of older 

European and American cities that escaped the insensitive intrusions of modernism. 

Their visual success comes in large part from their visual continuity. Conversely, 

few of us have not shuddered at seeing an aggressively modern building in a trad

itional context. 

In the Kevport project there are several different contexts in which buildings 

will be placed. One context is the relatively pure, clearly-defined historical 

setting. In this case, there are already strong movements for the renovation and 

reuse of existing buildings, however this can only happen if a building exists. 

The problem occurs when there is a space to fill. Designing in these circumstances 

will take a greater reliance on historical precedents. 

Some will say that designing to fit into the visual context is not new. Unfortun

ately, the lingering modern morality has meant that the idea receives more lip 

service than meaningful attention. In no way am I saying that one need to copy in 

order to contextuallv fit in. However, with sensitivity, a building can be designed 



with such an aesthetic affinity to the originals around it that it is a welcome 

addition. This would probably evolve into the richest and most rewarding solution. 

But it seems to me that the skill to design a new building that slips into a trad

itional context successfully has not been cultivated in this centary and few de

signers know how to go about it. Another context is the urban situation with a 

mixture of styles. Since there is no one style, a singular visual characteristic 

often stands out, which can be a starting point. The visual character could then 

be enhanced through time if each new building reinforced this general character

istic. When several buildings have been added, each strengthening this character, 

a sense of continuity will emerge. Christian Norberg-Schulz emphasized the import

ance of "continuity" by saying, " Any path is characterized by its continuity... 

The place is determined by the proximity of its defining elements."1^ 

Modern architecture has been unique. Never before did a style spring fullgrown 

from "its time" with no reference to the past. New styles always evolved from old. 

As Venturi put it, "Architects have preferred to change the existing environment 

rather than enhance what is there ... Fine art often follows folk art ... We look 

backward at history and tradition to go forward; We can also look downward to go 
15 

upward." The programmatic anti-historicism of modernism ultimately has lead us 

to the present dead-end because it came from a negative impulse: Rejecting visual 

traditions. It seems that creativity cannot continue to flourish when it is 

based on a denial. Renewing our architecture requires unclogging our channels to 

history and using the past as the source for the future as it has always been. 

This does not mean making irrelevent and esoteric gestures, so obscure that they 

are comprehensible only to the designer. Rather, it means working from what is 

there; the context. This has, T feel, social and psychological regards for the 

community as a whole. It can also have the beneficial effect of bringing the 

architect's values once more into consonance with those of society. This in no 

way restricts the architect's creativity. It seems that most designers follow a 



limited set of rulds anyway, only it ia a set of their own choosing rather than 

one established by the context. 

Designing successfully within a context requires a revision of our view of history 

which, however hesitantly, is currently being done, Norberg-Schulz has said, 

"When history is not related to a stable system of places, it becomes meaningless." 

But probably the most difficult break would be from the idea that architects must 

search for one set of symbols to capture the spirit of our times. This would be 

a hard thing to overcome because in many cases it is a pseudo-search that gives 

architects a way to establish their own reputations through finding "different" 

solutions. It is romantically idealistic and even impractical to believe there is 

only one set of forms for our times. Each economic class, ethnic group and nation

ality perceives its visual context uniquely and has its own symbols which evoke a 

sense of belonging. It seems that visual solutions must be sought within each 

specific visual and social context, 

A knowledge of how to use historical sources, I do not feel can be invented. 

Rather it must be distilled from history. I do believe in evolution and change 

in architecture, but without the past as a source, creativity and originality will 

ultimately exhaust themselves. If, however, the craft of working in context is 

relearned, it may be possible to produce architecture acceptable to the architect 

and the layperson at the same time. This would become an architecture that is 

sensitive to the past, yet would establish connections between the present and 

the future. 

SPATIAL SCALE/TIME SCALE 
The Kevport project is primarily concerned with the "no man's land" which is in 

reality evervman's land — the space between the buildings. But it has only been 

with the emergence of fairly recent government improvement strategies that the 

space "between the buildings" has become a focus for attention. This is the 



scale of environment in which people find their daily activities and their strong

est emotions with regard to change* It is very definitely a scale for urban de

sign activity. 

The Keyport project is concerned with change over a very long time scale. In this 

it is more akin to and requires the skills of planning rather than architecture. 

1, the designer, will have to view the town of Keyport in a historical perspective, 

not necessarily selecting the brave and the beautiful buildings for special atten

tion, but rather understanding the evolution of the existing situation in terms 

of human activity and build from response to economic, social and political forces. 

The "sense of place" must be recognized and articulated. In terms of future change, 

I must be aware of a phased series of opportunities and constraints and must be 

sensitive to a generation-long span of change to the evolving lives of residents, 

users and visitors to Keyport. 
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ORDER / DISORDER 
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Unlike other opposites, order and disorder should not he talked about separately, 

rather they should he talked about together for in reality they are almost one in 

the same thing. Order is a derivative of disorder. In either case we are dealing 

with a large number of elements and it is their level of organization that deter

mines their orderliness or disorderliness. Heckscher, in talking about order and 



disorder in the city, has said, ''Chaos is near: its nearness, but its avoidance, 
17 gives ... force." So it appears it is this subtle distinction between order and 

disorder that gives interest to the urban environment. 

Robert Venturi has said that in the city "The eye does not want to be too easily 
18 

or too quickly satisfied in its search for unity within a whole." I take the 

liberty here of letting Venturifs "unity" refer to my "order". For what he ad

vocates is that we should not continue our search for pure order, but rather draw 

from the valid and vital complex and contradictory order that is found in the 

spaces of our urban centers. What should be done in these spaces is that forms 

and activities should be manipulated so that there is a strand of order between 

the multiple images of the city: day and night, winter and summer, near and far, 

static and moving, attentive and absent-minded. Major landmarks, districts, nodes 

of interaction, and circulation systems should be recognizable \inder all conditions. 

While the complexity of the modern city calls for continuity, it also furnishes much 

contrast, specialization and individual character. 

I hope the importance of order and disorder have come through in this discussion. 

I think you can see that they are closely related and that architects can, by means 

of careful manipulation, transform seemingly disorderly places into orderly inter

esting architectural solutions. An example of this principle is the report by 

Christopher Alexander and his colleagues on the Oregon Experiment. In effect, 

order should be brought from disorder. New designs should be used strategically 

as a way of counteracting the weaknesses in the fabric of buildings and landscape 

already there. The San Antonio Riverwalk is an excellent proto-type of this theory, 

although it predates the Oregon Experiment by a good many years. The new parks 

and landscaping gave an entirely different character not only to the river, but to 

the buildings that were built long before they became part of the design. It seems 

to me that Keyport's waterfront is begging for a similar thing to happen. 



FORM / FUNCTION 
As designers, we hare the opportunity of forming our urban world into em inter

esting landscape: visible, coherent and clear, This, or course, will require a 

new attitude on the part of the city dweller, and a physical reshaping of his 

domain into forms which enhance the eye, which organize themselves from level to 

level in time and space. These types of thingpcan act as symbols for urban life. 

Most objects which we are accustomed to call beautiful, such as a tree or even a 

fine old building, are single-purpose things. However, a city is a multi-pur-

pose, shifting organization, a tent for many functions, built by many people over 

a long period of time. Complete understanding is unlikely and for that matter 

undesirable. The form of a city must be somewhat noncommittal and flexible to 

the purposes and perceptions of its citizens. 
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Modern functionalists assumed that the honest accommodation of function would re

sult in a specific modern form without historical precedent. Not only should the 

form of an object or building express its function, the form should be inevitably 

and uniquely determined by that function. Stores should look like stores, banks 

should look like banks, and so on. It should be kept in mind that architectural 

requirements usually leave room for a wide variety of possible solutions to any 

given problem. So when an architect has a decision to make involving a particular 

form for a function, he makes it through his own sense of style. Although it may 

seem obvious in instances that a similar function may be served equally well by 

several different styles, architects have claimed for nearly fifty years that 

functional criteria - this is "meeting the needs of the architectural program" -

determine the appearance of their buildings rather than aesthetic preferences. 

This type of thinking is no longer the absolute rule. 
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Yet there are fundamental functions that are expressed in the form of the city: 

circulation, major land-uses, and key focal points. The basic human experiences 

of pleasure, security, excitement and the sense of community may result simply 

from the way a city is formed. Likewise, if the urban environment is visually 

organized and sharply identifiable, the person in the city can abstract a great 

deal of personal meaning from the forms and spaces around him. Quite simply a 

true sense of place is created, 

DESIGN POLICIES 
Design policies provide the framework within which community architecture can be 

accomplished. They insure that each individual building, park, shop or street will 

recognize its contribution to the whole environment as well as gain from adjacent 

development. It is in this way that we can bnild an environment that will make 

citv life easier, more satisfying and more meaningful, 
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IDEAS 
* Marinas located at both the east and west ends of the downtown ... This would 

allow the use of water architecture to denote beginning-end and end-beginning of 

the downtown. 

T2 



Bring water into the site as an integral architectural element. This type of 

use could develop select areas into focal elements. 

Its important to provide access to the water. Where should this access occur? 

At the foot of Broad Street - the Ye Cottage Inn parking lot - along American 

Legion Drive, 

Town Square - a focal radiating space. A gathering area where outdoor concerts 

can take place. Maybe cafes, restaurants, theatres, night cluhs and shops could 

encircle this space. This area could become a connection point for all districts 

in the downtown. 

Farmer's Market - a permanent structure in which farmers, fishermen, artist and 

craftsmen can rent or buy space in order to display and sell their wares. 

vyj-l1 '-TWs^S^.ipiiih ijf m*-,1 W 
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Public transportation - presently limited bus service is available in Kevport. I 

would propose a public transportation loop (with a trolley) that would tie commer

cial, recreational and entertainment districts. 



* Greenbelt - The forming of a greenbelt around downtown Keyport would become a very-

distinctive feature for the downtown area. The greenbelt would be used to denote 

entrance and exit to downtown Keyport, 

* Alley stairs - As a means of transition from the parking areas to Front Street, 

alley stairs could be used as pedestrian movement areas# This stair would include 

terraces, landscaping and street furniture. 

* The use of landscaping will combine thin lines of grass and trees, nodes of trees 

and grass, and wide open spaces in park-like environments. 

* Transit system - This system might be a hydro-foil boat. It would provide commuter 

service to New York City, Commuter parking would have to be provided for this type 

of service. The location for this terminal will probably be at the foot of Broad 

Street. It should serve as a link to the rest of the waterfront area as well as a 

connection to the business district on West Front Street. I hope that this re-

vi talization of the waterfront is the catalyst to bring the remainder of the town 

back to life. 



CONCEPT PLAN SOLUTION 

The principle idea for the concept plan is really quite simple. First of all, 

Front Street would maintain itself as the primary commercial district, second, 

the waterfront would become a public recreational area, and lastly, a transition 

zone would act as a connection between the commercial and recreational districts. 

The commercial district will essentially be a large scale restoration project. 

The present downtown business district, although financially stable, will require 

a major facelifting. Architectural styles will have to be unified where buildings 

have late nineteenth century characteristics in the upper facade, and that same 

character should be reunited to the street-level facade. Where there are buildings 

that have very little architectural character, new or "old style" character can 

be added. Periodically over the years, buildings have been removed from Keyport's 

downtown. This has left gaps existing in the business district. Its been so bad 

at times that the northeast block on Front Street has been almost entirely leveled. 

It is in these areas where new construction and expansion of the downtown would take 

place. Any new structures in the business district would have to pay careful at

tention to the existing scale, which is generally two-and-three story buildings. 

In addition to scale, all of the existing contextual considerations should be ob

served. 

Keyport's waterfront has historically been its most important asset. In recent 

years, attempts have been made to revitalize this area of town. Some minimum 

actions that have been taken by the citizens of Keyport have brought people and 

activities back to its bayshore. In my concept plan, I would like to develop 

this area into both an active and passive recreational area. This district would 

generally be open space for the public. It would consist of vehicular and pedest

rian circulation systems, access to the water, a possible municipal marina and a 

5? 



terminal for a water-based commuter transit system. The area around the foot of 

Broad Street would he a key location because its transitory qualities to the re

mainder of the town. 

The transition or connection zone is the area between Front Street and the water

front. This area would consist of parking, service access, possible new shops, 

pedestrian paths and a farmer's market. This particular phase of the project 

could be the most critical to the overall success of the plan. The backs of Key-

port's business district form a backdrop for this zone. These backs of buildings 

would require a similar treatment much like the front would be receiving. However, 

the most important feature of this area would be its ability to provide good, fast, 

safe and pleasant access to both business and recreational areas. 

Other concerns pointed out in this plan are considerations made for arrival and 

exit of Keyport's downtown. There are three primary access routes, on Front Street 

from the west, on Broad Street from the south, and on First Street from the east. 

If, in the future, the bay becomes a prime commuter route, the water would provide 

an additional access route from the north. In the cases where Front Street, Broad 

Street, and First Street enter the downtown, I would like to change the character 

of the street. The introduction of landscaping, the doing away with on-street 

parking, the widening of sidewalks, the change of street lamps, and the use of 

different paving materials may all be ways of dealing with this type of distinction 

Parking is another important aspect of this project. In most towns similar to 

Keyport, parking has been one of the most difficult and critical problems. Keyport 

presently has the good fortune of having a good deal of vacant land behind business 

es on the north side of Front Street. It is in these areas where I would propose 

two major parking areas that would essentially accommodate the increased parking 

demands brought about by the expansion of current businesses or the establishment 

of a commuter link to New York City. These large lots would be set up to meet the 



needs of the outside or visitor to the town, while small lots located behind 

businesses on the south side of Front Street would cater to the needs of the towns 

people. In all cases, these lots would he defined by the use of landscaping and 

pedestrian circulation systems. It would be my hope to make these parking lots 

into park-like environments. Because there is available land for parking, I would 

like to see most on-street parking in the downtown area done away with. Exceptions 

would be made for emergency situations, some service access and possibly some 

short-term areas where it would be commercially appropriate. 

Although most people arriving in Keyport would be using the automobile and some 

might be arriving by way of the water, I would like to see downtown Keyport ped

estrian oriented. The entire street environment would be designed with the ped

estrian in mind; street lamps would be scaled down, trees would be introduced, 

benches would be provided, signs would be designed to meet the needs of someone 

walking by rather than someone driving by, and different textures would be included 

in the sidewalk by use of various materials. With the town becoming very pedestrian 

oriented, protection from inclimate weather would also have to be provided. Along 

the bay, paths and walkways would become predominant features in the waterfront 

park. Careful consideration would have to be observed for the separation and in

tersection of pedestrian and vehicular circulation. 

For the Keyport project, one of the most enhancing architectural features to be 

proposed isn't really architecture at all, rather it is landscaping. The creation 

of the waterfront park system, in addition to small downtown parks, the use of 

plazas and a town square are all architectural solutions using landscaping. Even 

the addition of trees or grassy areas to the business district or to the parking 

areas are all ways of enriching Keyport's visual appearance. Landscaping in this 

project would be used to denote arrival to the downtown. It would be used to 

frame important vistas as well as direct both pedestrian and vehicular movement 



through the town. Just as aspects and characteristics of the business district 

would melt or bleed into the waterfront area, the heavily landscaped recreation 

district would creep into the business area. This interplay or overlapping would 

create an ambiguity which I think would make for a very pleasant and interesting 

transition from one activity to another. 

The concept plan for Iveyport has become a rather concise yet open-ended, flexible 

master plan for future development in the downtown area* I think this plan is 

well thought out and contains more than enough information for any future detailed 

desirji activity. 
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P R O L O G U E 
I "THE CITY IS NCI SIMPLY A LEGAL ENTITY; IT iS 

PRIMARILY A STATE OF MIND. IT IS NOT MERELY A 

COLLECTION OF PEOPLE OF SOCIAL CONVENIENCES, OR 

OF ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS. IT IS A BODY OF 

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS AND OF THE ORGANIZED 

flflTUDES AND SENTIMENTS THAT INHERE IN THESE 

ftiSTOMS AND ARE TRANSMITTED WITFI THIS TRADITION. 

THE CITY IS NOT MERELY A PHYSICAL MECHANISM 

WD AN ARTIE 10AL CONSTRUCTION. IT IS INVOLVED 

« THE VITAL PROCESSES OF THE PEOPLE WHO 

COMPOSE IT , IT IS A PRODUCT OF NATURE AND 

PARTICULARLY OF HUMAN NATURE " 
ROBERT EZRA PARK 

T H E S I S  «  
• AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT NOT ONLY MUST BE WELL 

ORGANIZED BUI SHOULD BE ROMANTIC AND SYMBOLIC 

AS WELL. IT SHOULD SPEAK OF THE PEOPLE AND THEIR 

COMPLEX SOCIETY, OF THEIR AMBITIONS AND THEIR 

HISTORY, OF THE NATURAL SETTING, AND OF THE COMPLEX 

FUNCTIONS AND MOVEMENTS INHERENT TO ALL URBAN 
L I F E .  

IIHilBill 
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P R O J E C T 
I  S U B J E C T . . .  

10 PLAN AND DESIGN THE DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL 

AND THE WATERFRONT RECREATIONAL AREAS OF MY 

HOME TOWN. 

I PROJECT CITY . . 

KEY PORT , NEW JERSEY. 

P R O G R A M  
• FRONT STREET (PRIMARY COMMERCIAL DISTRICT) 

WIDENING SIDEWALKS - NO ON-STREET PARKING 

INTRODUCTION OF LANDSCAPING AND STREET FURNITURE 

UNIFYING ARCHITECTURAL STYLES OF BUILDING FACADES 

NEW STRUCTURES ON VACANT LOTS 

• BROAD STREET (PRIMARY ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT) 

WIDEN SIDEWALKS - NO ON-5TREET PARKING 

INTRODUCTION OF LANDSCAPING AND STREET FURNITURE 

RESTORATION OF UNIQUE OlD STRUCTURES 

NEW STRUCTURES ON NORTHEAST SIDE OF THE STREET 

• LEGION DRIVE (PRIMARY RECREATION DISTRICT) 

LANDSCADlNG-CREATION- OF WATERFRONT PARK 

CREATION OF MARINA - PROVIDE ACCESS TO WATER 

• TRANSITION ZONES (CONNECTION AREAS) 

TOWN SQUARE - NEW COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

SERVICE ACCESS - LANDSCAPING - PARKING 
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REVIEW ALTERNATIVES 

I think you can see from the concept plan that many opportunities exist for devel

oping detailed design programs within the overall plan that 1 have outlined. Bill 

Simple, one of nnr advisors, said "Architects should think in broad terms, but do 

little things." This statement has had a great deal of influence on the direction 

the Keyport project has taken. First of all, the concept plan for Keyport was 

developed in broad terms; circulation systems were worked out, zoning decisions 

made, a system of downtown parks developed and most importantly the commercial, 

recreational and transition activity areas were coordinated. The second aspect of 

the project will involve focusing on one or more area of the concept plan and de

signing it in some detail. In this part of the book I plan to review several pos

sible focus areas found in my concept plan. After evaluating the various facus 

areas, I will make a decision on what exactly I plan to design for the completion 

of the project. 

Commercial District 

Keyport's retail commercial business district is certainly worthy of consideration 

for a comprehensive detailed design program. The present business district is 

made up of several fine old architecturally significant structures, but mostly of 

nondescript buildings which would require various degrees of repair and renovation. 

A possible focus design area could very well be the facelifting of the business 

district. A project of this sort would involve restoration of historically or 

architecturally important structures, renovation or adaptive reuse of other fine 

buildings, architecturally upgrading aesthetically weak buildings, and designing 

new structures that would fit inot the existing context. This type of project 

might also involve designing circulation systems and landscaping solutions which 

would relate directly to the commercial district. 



The Waterfront 

Keyport's waterfront is just asking to be developed. About eight years ago the 

town put in a new bulk-head, pedestrian walkway and street (American Legion Drive) 

along the waterfront. These small actions turned an unused area of the downtown 

into an active, but limited, recreational area. A project involving the water

front would probably deal primarily with landscaping. It would be my hope to 

develop Keyport's waterfront into an extensive recreational park system. Included 

in the park system would be pedestrian and vehicular circulation systems, new 

lighting, benches, a municipal marina, a commuter terminal complex, and most of all 

new landscaping. A new commuter terminal building could be a project in itself. 

Transition Zones 

My proposed concept plan indicates the development of two design solutions; first, 

the refurbishing of Keyport's downtown business district, and second, the creation 

of the waterfront park system. Assuming this concept plan is followed out, the in

herent problems of parking, sendee access, and connections between the two districts 

would have to be worked out. It would be these design activities which would con

stitute a project dealing with the transition zones. The design of these transition 

zones would be a very interesting and complex problem. 

Town Square 

In my concept plan I called for a town square to be developed between the stores 

and old hotels on the comer of Front Street and Broad Street. The square would 

be tucked in behind these buildings. This space would be enclosed on three sides 

while the open end would face th*» bay. The town square would be a combination 

outdoor commercial and entertainment space. The space might include sidewalk-type 



cafes, outdoor restaurants, open-air shops, and a bandstand where outdoor concerts 

and other community activities would take place. A project to design a town square 

would he an ultimate exterior architectural problem. 

Individual Structures 

For Keyport te expand or simply make improvements in its downtown business district, 

there are as many projects as there are buildings in Keyport. Projects could be 

developed from remodeling existing structures, restoration of historically important 

structures, adaptive reuse of some of the unique buildings, or the design of new 

buildings in Keyport?s downtown. 

After careful consideration of all my alternatives, I've decided to deal with the 

waterfront for the remainder of this project. Actually, the decision to choose the 

waterfront was a difficult one. There are many reasons to pick any one of the many 

alternatives. However, the more I rationalized the situation, the more I realized 

that the waterfront was the logical choice. Several of my possibilities, such as 

the town square and any new structures in the downtown would be contingent on the 

town of Keyport expanding or at least dedicating itself to some major improvements. 

The waterfront project was chosen for several reasons# First of all, the waterfront 

is Keyport'? most valuable natural resource. Secondly, the development of the 

waterfront into some sort of recreational park system could become a major drawing 

factor for Keyport1s business and entertainment districts. One important point 

that should he remembered is that by making these improvements on the waterfront, 

they are not contingent on any improvements or expansion of the town. In other 

words, the town would hopefully he a better place and benefit from the proposed 

waterfront development even if the remainder of the concept plan is never imple

mented. 



WATERFRONT PROGRAM 

Circulation 

- Pedestrian 

- Vehicular 

- Bicycle 

- Water 

Landscaping 

- Large parks 

- Snail parks 

- Tree lined streets 

- Landscaped pedestrian paths 

Transportation 

- Streetcar? 

- Waterbased commuter system 

- Parking 

- Terminal 

New Structures 

- Transportation terminal 

- Municipal marina 

- Restaurants? 

- Shops? 

Other Considerations 
- Lirfitinr 

- Street furniture 

- Choice of materials 

- Access to water 

- Connections to downtown 



- Views 

- Entrance/exit 

IDEAS 
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The strong incentix-es for locating cities upon waterfronts had important effects 

npon the disposition of open space an^ the form of the typical American city. 



Often the waterfront was thought to provide by itself adequate open space for the 

health and recreational needs of the citizens, "In the New York plan of 1811, for 

example, a neglect of parks was justified on the grounds that the large arms of 
1Q 

the sea embracing Manhattan made other recreation facilities unnecessary." Wat

erfronts, however, were gradually monopolized by facilities for transportation and 

commerce and were rendered useless for any other purposes. 

The development of the typical waterfront in ways incompatible with public access 

or public pleasure caused the city dwellers to move in other directions. Stirred 

by new standards of civic beauty or new social ideas, the park builders of the 

nineteenth century turned inland and endeavored to make over the hearts of their 

cities. A reverse action was nevertheless destined to set in. This probably was 

caused by man's enjoyment of the waterside. Also, the changing economic conditions, 

which rendered obsolete many of the structures and land uses that had once mono

polized the waterfront sites, could be considered a cause, 

Whatever the cause, Keyport finds itself in a situation where it can make some 

decisions about its waterfront, Keyport's waterfront is essentially the reason 

why the town developer] in the first place. This sense of history is very import

ant, for "waterfront planning based upon the preservation of historic areas has 
20 

generally been more successful than efforts starting from a clean slate." 

Keyport's waterfront certainly has many positive things going for it. Besides its 

historical importance, the views across Ilaritan Bay are very impressive, and the 

configuration of Keyport's harbor makes it one of the few places on the east coast 

where the sun sets over the water. These three reasons alone are more than enough 

to initiate some sort of future development. 

My proposal for Keyport would be to develop the entire waterfront in the downtown 



area into an urban park. The area is truly a valuable asset to the town of Key-

port and it is ray feeling that the value is enhanced by its public accessibility. 

Heckscher has said, "The space contributed by an expanse of water is realized as 
'21 

a resource only when it can be enjoyed by the public." This area would be dev

eloped keeping in mind the visual connections between the central downtown and 

the water providing access by pedestrians to waterside promenades and parks, and 

providing limited use drives and landscaped streets providing views of the water. 

Other considerations would be abatement of water pollution to allow use of the 

waters for recreational activities, and, of course, preservation of historic areas 

with their long-standing orientation toward the water. 

Physically, what is there now would not change very much. American Legion Drive 

would be slightly altered at two locations; first, at the corner where it meets 

Broad Street, the corner would be softened somewhat, and second, at the mid-point 

of the Drive, the street would be moved inland some to provide a wider stripe of 

green space between the street and the water. There would be new paths added to 

the area which would coordinate with new light standards and benches. A second 

small fishing pier would be provided along the waterfront as would the facilities 

to accommodate a municipal marina. The most extensive changes along the water

front would take r>lace through landscaping. 

One thing that should be noted is that the Keyport's waterfront park would be 

developed for the benefit of those who live in Keyport, not primarily for the tour

ist or the visitor. It would be my hope that through the waterfront's mixture of 

uses and variety of pleasures, it would become the heart and the symbol for the 

town of Keyport. 
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TERMINAL PROGRAM 

- Pier area 

- Ticket outlet (control) 

- Offices (manager and others) 

- Waiting areas 

- Entrance/exit 

- Restrooms (men/women) 

- Newstand - Coffee shop 

- Storage 

- Mechanical 
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COMMUTER TERMINAL SOLUTION 

The "necessities of locomotion" are a powerful force in organizing the urban 

landscape and determining the nature of the surrounding open spaces. The forms 

of movement are various, including pedestrian, cycling, buses, trains, rapid 

transit, boats and above all the automobile# How these are combined and put to 

use makes the contemporary urban center what it is. The final phase of the Key-

port project deals with the creation of a new transportation system and the design 

of a terminal complex for the town of Keyport. 

This new system would involve the establishment of a commuter link between Keyport 

and New York City via the waters of the Haritan Bay and lower New York harbor. 

Presently, commuter service by means of bus or rail must cover approximately 35 

miles and takes anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour to travel from Keyport to 

New York. A water-based system, as 1 propose, would cover a distance of approx

imately 12 miles and would take around 30 minutes for a one-way trip. If costs 

could be kept competitive, I think the advantages of this sort of system are ob

vious. The system I foresee would provide service throughout the day and increased 

service during the peak commuter hours. The boats used would accommodate 60 to 

75 passengers comparable to similar bus service. 

The terminal complex itself would be centrally located within the overall water

front plan. In face, I would like to reuse two large concrete tanks that at one 

time were part of a water treatment facility. The choice of this particular site 

will involve the problem of dealing with a pedestrian-vehicular conflict. I in

vestigated the possibility of bridging the pedestrian traffic across American 

Legion Drive. This would be a straight forward solution, but in a sense, an avoid

ance of the problem. Rather then side-step the problem, I have chosen to deal with 

it directly. The portion of American Legion directly to the north of the proposed 



complex would be designated to be pedestrian dominated, although automobiles would 

use this area also. The remainder of American Legion Drive would be traditionally 

oriented with the vehicular traffic primarily and pedestrian movement with a se

condary function. 

The terminal building itself would be a rather simple structure. The building 

would be designed using forms and ideas which could be historically associated 

with the large transportation terminals of McKim, Mead and White. The principle 

idea borrowed is to design heavy masonry exterior walls, which when penetrated 

open into a large, open, airy interior. The form that shows up most in this de

sign is the arch. 1 use the arch for the important entrance-exit of the building. 

In fact, the arch or circular form appears in several areas of both the plan and 

the elevation of the building. 

The terminal would house waiting areas, a ticket outlet, a «anagement office, a 

coffee shop and a newstand. The entire main lobby of the complex would be sky

lighted and small trees would be contained within this space. The ticket outlet 

would be immediately accessible from the main lobby, while the restrooms, coffee 

shop and newstand work off this main space. The structure also offers two ex

terior observation areas. The lower one to the west is directly adjacent to the 

coffee shop and newstand and provides views of Keyport!s harbor. The upper level 

to the east is adjacent to an upper waiting area and provides views of Raritan 

Bay with New York City in the background. 

The exterior of the complex would be extensively landscaped and will provide areas 

for people to wait when the weather would permit. A large parking area to the south

west of the terminal would provide parking necessary for both the commuters and 

downtown businesses. The principle advantage of this type of undertaking would be 

restoring the water route between Keyport and New York. 
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CONCLUSION 
To summarize six months of exhaustive research and intense design activity is 

not a simple task. First of all, I would like to talk about the successes and 

failures of the project. I found the research and program development stage of 

the project very interesting and probably the most rewarding aspect of the 

project. The research phase involved indepth investigation of Keyport1s history, 

economy, social and cultural background, its background, and of course, the 

physical makeup of the town. The Keyport Project vividly showed me the importance 

of learning as much as possible about the subject I am working on. It was this 

knowledge of Keyport's heritage that made many of the successes of the project 

possible. 

The scope of the project was probably the biggest problem. I would have liked 

to have done more but the limitations of time and resources prevented that from 

happening. In making some personal judgements about the various designs done for 

the project, 1 feel that the overall concept plan was far more successful than 

either the waterfront park or the commuter tenninal building. 

I feel that the project was very challenging and that the work presented is 

representative of my abilities at this stage in my architectural education. I 

am very pleased and proud of the final product, and I am looking forward to 

presenting the results to the people of Keyport, New Jersey. 

CtrtrfLo 
Alan Edwin Costic 
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